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^ i d you l^now

^ffigl^way 111
Not really — but we call it

PALM SPRINGS

Because there are three Santa Fe offices to serve you.
All located on Highway 111!
And every office features FREE safe deposit boxes*
FREE travelers checks and money orders to savings customers,
FREE collection service*, FREE Transmatic service,
FREE identification medallions and key rings,
and many other FREE services and benefits . . .
*For customers with $1,000 or more deposit;
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A beautiful array of Indian
Jewelry is available from our
huge display of craftsmanship
by authentic Indian artisans.
May we send you a selection?
This enables you to see the
merchandise before you buy it
Send today for our convenient
L^
approval form.

Books for
Desert
Headers
DESERT
The
American
Southwest
By
Ruth Kirk

Shipley's
Mineral House

Gem Village
BayfieldD,
Colorado 81122
Phone: 303-884-2632

Ruth Kirk is so knowledgeable about
the desert, one wonders how she could
possibly get it all together in one book.
She has, and in a most interesting way.
One learns that because man can
overwhelm the desert, he has. There are
the disrespectful who overwhelm it with
vehicles, caring only for the thrills of
their activity, their toys, and not the real
setting. There are those who are
overwhelming it by producing crops
through the great enterprise of irrigation. There is still another way to overwhelm it, and Ruth Kirk does by understanding nearly every cell of life and
grain of sand, and sharing that understanding in delightful fashion, line upon
line.

Westward Ho!
What A Way lo Bo!
For a golf match you'll always remember in a setting you'll
never forget, try us! Call 714-3470651 for a starting time.

A Desert
Golfers Special!
A limited number of
Charter Memberships are available.

Several different types of memberships.
Write for an informative fact sheet today.

Westward Bo Country Club
46080 JEFFERSON STREET

INCHO, CALIFORNIA 92201

Some facts about the desert which are
generally unknown: that ground-surface
temperature has been recorded as high
as 190 degrees F.; that winters can be so
cold that some birds hibernate; that the
amount of rain that is usual for a whole
year may fall in a single July afternoon;
that there are places where rain hasn't
been seen in five years; that a flood may
spread out and move as a sheet,
affecting areas as great as a hundred
miles; that winds, coming up suddenly
can reach 100 miles per hour and cause
even a butterfly to hold on to a rock; that
rattlesnakes do not always rattle before
they strike.
The desert plants are so analyzed
here, one begins to be aware of, and be
amazed at, the variety and adaptation of
plants to area demands.
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Desert animals, birds and insects,
nearly every species through the alphabet from ants to vultures, are given such
a detailed study of their life span, their
behavioral and physiological adjustment, the reader leaves the book educated and with an insight into this
strange world.
The photographs convince the reader
it is all true, astounding as it is, and he
can share the adventure of knowing the
Desert through the author's love and
ardent quest.
Hardcover, illustrated, 334 pages,
$10.00.

NAVAJO
SILVER
By
Arthur
Woodward
Certainly silver jewelry has the limelight this year, as one sees both ladies
and men adorned with rings, neckpieces,
armlets and bracelets. Knowing the
history of silversmithing, patterns and
the Navajo Tribe makes the silver pieces
more than jewelry, and makes wearing
them an experience in sharing a graphic
story.
We learn, in this book, how far wrong
popular concepts of designs can be—that
the bird with outstretched winds, widely
known as the "thunderbird" was, in
reality, a trademark design for the Sante
Fe Railroad, although "the thunderbird
is an unknown factor in the mythology of
the Southwest."
The text of Navajo Silver traces the
general history of silver; the more
generalized history such as the fact that
the first American silver came from
silver dollars furnished by the soldiers at

Fort Defiance —on to present day operations.
Paperback, well illustrated, 100
pages, $4.95.

HANK
AND
HORACE

/ .:

By
Richard Lillard
and
Mary Hood

Desert
Editor
the story of Randall Henderson
and Palm Desert
by J. Wilson McKenney

No Western tall-tale has survived with
more vigor than the story of Horace
Creeley's ride with Hank Monk over the
Sierra in 1859. How and why the
anecdote became nationally significant
and imbedded in the folklore of the West
is carefully documented with scholarly
precision, historic perspective, and
earth-wise humor in this new book by
Richard C. Lillard, teacher, historian
and authority on American autobiography and Western mores.
More than thirty years of careful research, supplemented by Mary V.
Hood's detective work in identifying the
photograph of Greeley in Placerville, led
to the production of this attractive illustrated limited edition of Hank and Horace.
The book contains twelve pages of authentic historical photographs, beautifully reproduced in lithography, and exhaustive reference notes separated from
a readable text. You will be entertained
by its d r y humor, and w i l l be informed
on early Western manners.

Desert Editor . . . the story of Randall Henderson and Palm Desert is a
story of a man who fulfilled a dream
and who greatly enriched the lives of
the people who love the West.
Hardcpver,
illustrated
with 188 pages.

$795

California residents please add 40 cents
Send check or money order to:
M/tH/SL.

Magazine Book Shop

Box 1318, Palm Desert, California 92260

For those who love the Deserts ...
and those who love the West.. .
A LIMITED SUPPLY!!!

Paperback, illustrated, $5.95.

YOUR DESERT
AND MINE
by
Nina Paul Shumway

STOP THAT
THIEF WITH
IOCKSTRAP
A revolutionary new design
attaches to front and rear
slot. For all G.I. cans and
all 6" high rear panels.
All steel construction and
electric welded.
Type E Only
DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED.

PLUS POSTAGE. 1 LB.

Send for FREE Brochure Showing
Other Models to Fit Any Vehicle.

J 141 Wiltsey Rd. S.E., Salem, OR 97302
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•'YOUR DESF.RT AND M I N E is a significant history

of Riverside County's date culture from its origins to
the present. To the collector of desert books, however, this is a book that deserves a phi re on the same
shelf as classics by George Wharton James, J. Smeaton Chase, and Edmund C. Jaeger. Nina Paul Shumway has spent much of her life expk ring the desert
and she has the ability to evoke its variant moods with
a lyricism tempered with the objectivity of a first-rate
naturalist."—Harry W . Lawton in Vjvernde PressEnterprise.

Price $6.75
Order from

. Magazine Book Shop
Box 1318, Palm Desert, Calif.
Calif. Res. add5% sales tax

